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 by Lara604   

L'Emir 

"Lebanese All the Way"

If you're close to the Ramada Frankfurt, then walk in to the restaurant

L'Emir for Lebanese treat. The food here is authentic and the experience is

complete with a belly dancer. Shisha is available for those who would like

to take their visit beyond food and drinks. Catering is available for private

events.

 +49 69 31 0810  www.wyndhamhotels.com/en-uk/ra

mada/frankfurt-am-main-germany/ra

mada-frankfurt-city-centre-and-

financial-district/overview

 Weserstraße 17, Ramada Frankfurt,

Francoforte

 by Public Domain   

Persia 

"Aromas of Persia"

Persian cuisine never tasted as delicious as it does at Persia in the city

center. This restaurant specializes in Persian delights from kebabs to

doner dishes, Iranian specialties and more. The rice dishes are paired with

an aromatic gravy and makes for a satisfying meal. The kebabs and meat

skewers, especially the lamb dishes stand out and are cooked to

perfection. If you enjoy a glass of wine with your meal, the restaurant has

a wonderful wine list that complements the menu to perfection.

 +49 69 2424 8690  www.persia-frankfurt.de/  info@persia-frankfurt.de  Esslinger Strasse 11,

Gutleutviertel, Francoforte

 by Geoff Peters   

Schandis 

"An Authentic Persian Fare"

Located in Innenstadt is Schandis, one of the few authentic Persian

restaurants in Frankfurt that don't charge you criminally. Clean, simple

and authentic is the vibe that reflects through the interiors as well as the

food served here. Not over the top or extravagant, Schandis is designed

specifically for the comfort of families and small groups who are looking

for a good Persian grub. Surprisingly affordable for the quality of the food

it provides, Schandis is a popular local delight with immense potential.

 +49 69 55 7337  www.schandis.de  kontakt@schandis.de  Nordendstraße 2,

Francoforte
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